DUÜET is a Melbourne based Wedding photography and
videography studio. Our expert team of photographers,
videographers and artists take a unique documentary

approach to enhancing and capturing your special day.
Specializing in natural, photo-journalistic and ambient

keepsakes, our professional candid wedding photography

and videography teams pride ourselves on their experience
and discretion.

Our brand is inspired by the coupling of the client and the
artist. Your collaboration during the photo-shoot, along

with the creative direction of our team will produce both

stunning photographs and a truly unforgettable experience.
The presentation of a DUÜET Wedding Package leads the
way in style using state of the art technology.

Who
we
are

packages
P hotography
$1799 THE MINI

$2399 THE CLASSIC

- Four (4) hours of professional documentary style photographic coverage

- Six (6) hours of professional documentary style photographic coverage

- All images provided to you in high resolution printable digital files

- All images provided to you in high resolution printable digital files

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to capture your day as it unfolds
- Every single photograph that’s provided to you has had undergone a
process of editing

- A Pre-Wedding consultation with our team

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to capture your day as it unfolds
- Every single photograph that’s provided to you has had undergone a
process of editing

- A Pre-Wedding consultation with our team

$2999 THE ARTSTIC

$3499 THE POLOSHED

- Ten (10) hours of professional documentary style photographic coverage

- Fourteen (14) hours of professional documentary style

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to captured your day as it unfolds
- All images provided to you in high resolution printable digital files

- Every single photograph that’s provided to you has had undergone a

process of editing

- A Pre-Wedding consultation with our team

photographic coverage

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to capture your day as it unfolds
- All images provided to you in high resolution printable digital files

- Every single photograph that’s provided to you has had undergone a

process of editing

- A Pre-Wedding consultation with our team

Videography
$2899 CLASSIC MEMORIES
- Six (6) hours of cinematic style, HD
filming at multiple locations using

professional quality, film industry standard
cameras and audio equipment

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to
capture your day as it unfolds

- A team of two qualified and experienced

Videographers with multi-cameras to ensure
comprehensive film coverage

- A professionally edited Cinematic Trailer,
tailored with your chosen Wedding music

- A copy of your Trailer online via our

hosting link for the duration of 12 months

- A professionally edited copy of the full

film coverage from your Special Dayul

Videography
$3799 ARTISTIC MEMORIES

- Ten (10) hours of cinematic style HD
filming at multiple locations using
professional quality, film industry

standard cameras and audio equipment

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to
capture your day as it unfolds

- A team of two qualified and experienced
Videographers with multi- cameras to
ensure comprehensive film coverage

- A professionally edited Cinematic Trailer,
tailored with your chosen Wedding music

- A copy of your Trailer online via our

hosting link for the duration of 12 months

- A professionally edited copy of the full
film coverage from your Special Day

$4799 POLISHED MEMORIES
- Fourteen (14) hours of cinematic style HD

filming at multiple locations using

professional quality, film industry standard
cameras and audio equipment

- A flexible schedule uniquely tailored to

capture your day as it unfolds

- A team of two qualified and experienced

Videographers with multi- cameras to
ensure comprehensive film coverage

- A professionally edited Cinematic Trailer,

tailored with your chosen Wedding music

- A copy of your Trailer online via our

hosting link for the duration of 12 months

- A professionally edited copy of the full

film coverage from your Special Day

Fine Art Albums
$ 399 6 x 6 Inches
$ 699 10 x 10 Inches
$ 899 16 x 16 Inches
We work alongside the best boutique leather album
creators to produce fine art handcrafted wedding
photography albums. The expert craftsmanship of genuine
leather and fine art paper, combines for the highest quality
printing and wedding photograph display.
Using your choice of photographs, we will custom design
your album. You have opportunities to get involved with
album design!
To keep it simple, we offer one type of album. It measures
at 6 6 Inches, 10 10 Inches and 16 16 Inches. The
album has 11 pages (22 sides), and the leather and canvas
cover is embossed with your own ID. Extra pages are
available to purchase upon request.
A discount is available if you book our photography and
videography package!
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